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Mickey mouse snes game
Palash Volvoikar / Android AuthorityGaming peripherals tend to go for futuristic designs with plenty of bright lights, but they can make a huge difference in how smooth and enjoyable your gameplay is. A gaming mouse, in particular, can up your game significantly.Of course, gaming mice come in various unique setups, and what some consider
amazing might be terrible for you. We’ve compiled a list of the best gaming mice you can buy in 2021, each with its unique selling points that will appeal to various gamers. See also: What’s the best FPS mouse? Here are options worth considering What to consider when buying a gaming mouse If this is your first time delving into the world of gaming
accessories, picking the right mouse might seem daunting. There are tons of different mice out there with heaps of unique specs often described with abbreviations, which might confuse newcomers. The ones you will see most often are DPI (dots per inch) and CPI (counts per inch).Without getting too technical, both terms refer to the mouse’s
sensitivity — how much distance is covered on the screen related to the physical movement of the mouse. The higher the CPI or DPI number, the wider the range of sensitivity you can specify. You will see both used by different manufacturers, but the thing to remember is that higher numbers don’t mean the mouse is better.Another important thing to
consider is whether to buy a wireless or wired mouse. If you are aiming for top-notch performance, our advice would be to opt for a wired mouse. Despite major improvements in wireless mice over the years, latency is still slightly higher, and you need to deal with a lot of extra annoyances such as connecting, charging, and so on. On the other hand, a
wired mouse is very much plug-and-play (installing drivers aside, since you will likely have to do the same with wireless) and generally cheaper. If you need top-notch performance and low latency at an affordable price, a wired mouse is the better choice. However, the biggest determining factor when buying a gaming mouse is what types of games
you play. Going on lengthy WOW raids? Your ideal gaming mouse should have extra programmable keys for quick and efficient casting. The same applies to MOBA and ARTS fans. CS: GO players, on the other hand, or those that have given into the FPS battle royale trend, will appreciate a mouse with low latency and extreme precision. Competitive
real-time strategy players could also benefit from such a mouse to select and maneuver units quickly. Still, gamers that switch between genres will want a gaming mouse that covers all basics.Other things to keep in mind are mouse weight and size. These are all up to you — if you have small hands, a slim mouse is essential, for example. This is why
we’ve included these stats on our list. So, without further ado, here are the best gaming mice you can buy in 2021. Best gaming mice: Editor’s note: We’ll be updating this list of the best gaming mice regularly as new ones launch. 1. Logitech G502 Hero Max DPI: 16,000 | Sensor: Optical | Buttons: 11 |Weight: 121 g | Width: 75 mm| Length: 132 mm
Pros: Durable, many customizable buttons, thin braided cable. Cons: Can be bulky or too heavy for some, not suitable for left-handed use. The Logitech G502 Hero is an updated version of the original G502 — probably Logitech’s finest gaming mouse. It has been lauded as one of the best overall, and its successor has more than earned its place on our
list. With the new Hero sensor, the G502 Hero now sports a max DPI of 16,000 and has a report rate of only 1ms. As can be expected from a gaming mouse, it also has a programmable RGB light, which can shine, pulsate or “breathe” in various colors.Logitech has also kept the Sniper button on the left side of the mouse for fans of first-person
shooters, where your thumb would usually be. Pressing it instantly activates your lowest DPI preset so your aim can be as precise as possible. 2. Razer Basilisk Ultimate Max DPI: 20,000 | Sensor: Optical | Buttons: 11 | Weight: 249 g | Width: 75 mm | Height: 42 mm | Length: 129 mm Pros: Ergonomic design, plenty of buttons, mechanical switches.
Cons: Right-handed design, heavy, a bit pricey. Whether you’re buying a first gaming mouse or you’ve been around the block a few times, you’ve no doubt heard of Razer. The Basilisk Ultimate is one of the company’s finest offerings, with lower click latency and an improved wireless protocol for power efficiency. It’s equipped with 11 buttons that you
can remap in minutes, thanks to Razer Synapse.Powering the Basilisk Ultimate is a Focus Plus 20K optical sensor and an optical switch rated for 70 million clicks. Even better, the Basilisk Ultimate is completely wireless and offers a battery life of over 100 hours, which is plenty for even the longest of marathons. If you prefer the security of a wired
option, the Basilisk V2 is also available with a nearly identical design. 3. Logitech G903 Lightspeed Max DPI: 16,000 | Sensor: Optical | Buttons: 11 |Weight: 109.96 g | Width: 66 mm | Height: 40 mm | Length: 130 mm Pros: Ambidextrous design, significantly improved battery life. Cons: On the expensive side, heavy. Logitech is back on the list already
with the G903 Lightspeed, a high-end ambidextrous wireless gaming mouse. It’s equipped with a Hero 16K sensor and 10 times the battery life of previous versions. You can stay in action for up to 140 hours with RGB enabled or 180 without it. One of the coolest features is the PowerPlay compatibility — you can wirelessly charge while you stay in the
game.The G903 Lightspeed is equipped with 11 customizable buttons and a fully ambidextrous design that fits most hands comfortably. Logitech’s aforementioned Hero 16K sensor delivers exact gameplay with 1:1 tracking and over 400 IPS. If you prefer to play while plugged in, the G903 Lightspeed comes with a braided charging cable to help you
out. 4. Steel Series Rival 650 Max CPI: 12,000 | Sensor: Optical | Buttons: 7 | Weight: 121 g | Width: 62 mm | Height: 43 mm | Length: 131 mm Pros: Swappable weights, rated for 60 million clicks. Cons: Right-hand design, fewer buttons than some options. The Steel Series Rival 650 is one of the best wireless mice you can get from the brand, and its
adjustable weights offer 256 different combinations. With a TrueMove 3 sensor and customizable lift-off, the Rival 650 is a mouse built to play how you do. There’s no fancy OLED display like you’d find on the Rival 710, but the button layout can keep you locked into the action.While the Rival 650 is wireless by default, but you can also try a wired
version. If you stick with the wired option, you should see about 24 hours of battery life, and 15 minutes of charging will net you 10 hours of power. The Rival 650 touches a maximum speed of over 350 IPS, and with built-in RGB, you might feel even faster than that. It’s a right-handed mouse by design, so you may want to test your comfort level
before picking one up. 5. Razer Viper 8K Max DPI: 20,000 | Sensor: Optical | Buttons: 8 |Weight: 71 g | Width: 57 mm | Height: 37 mm | Length: 127 mm Pros: Ambidextrous, featherweight design, incredibly low polling rate. Cons: Squeaky buttons can feel flexible in the hand. We’re back to Razer for another gaming mouse, and this one is an update
to a classic favorite. At first glance, it looks like Razer’s original viper, but it packs the highest polling rate around to cut down on latency. While some premium mice top out at a 1KHz polling rate, the Viper cranks it to 8KHz.However, the Razer Viper 8K goes beyond the high polling rate. It has a flexible build, perfect for ambidextrous use, and it
comes with a long cable for the largest desks. Razer designed its Viper as an esports dream, and it’s one of the lightest mice on our list at 71g. 6. Roccat Kone AIMO Remastered Max DPI: 16,000 | Sensor: Optical | Buttons: 12 | Weight: 130 g | Width: 85 mm | Height: 39 mm | Length: 124 mm Pros: Easy Shift allows for 24 total functions, grippy and
dirt-resistant coating. Cons: Right-handed design, can be heavy for some. The Roccat Kone AIMO has been around since the company began making gaming mice in 2007. Over the past decade-plus, the mouse has grown and evolved with the needs of gamers, becoming what it is today. Roccat’s Easy-Shift technology makes the Kone AIMO one of the
most flexible mice around, with 24 total functions across the 12 buttons.Underneath all of that functionality, you’ll find a 16,000 DPI Owl Vision sensor and five independent RGB lighting zones. Although the Kone AIMO has a distinctly right-handed design, the thumb support in the middle has been refined over numerous years for the best possible
gaming experience. It’s another wired gaming mouse, though the cable is nicely braided to last for many gaming sessions to come. 7. Glorious Model O Max DPI: 12,000 | Sensor: Optical | Buttons: 6 | Weight: 67 g | Width: 66 mm | Height: 37.5 mm | Length: 128 mm Pros: Extremely lightweight for fast, resistance-free gaming. Cons: Very few buttons,
rated for 20 million clicks. Sometimes you have to make sacrifices if you want to reach top speeds. That’s somewhat of the case with the Model O from Glorious, as it drops down to just six programmable buttons. However, the tradeoff comes because it weighs in at around half of what the heavy Steelseries Rival 710 does. Much of this weight loss can
be attributed to the unique honeycombed shell, as it uses far less material than most competitors.The Model O isn’t just a featherweight competitor, though. It’s packed with plenty of RGB options, and it sports an ambidextrous design for easy usage. The mouse is wired by design, but Glorious claims that its Ascended Cable eliminates the need for
third-party options thanks to its light, braided design. Best Mouse for Gaming Android Central 2021 To play most PC games with precision, you need a mouse that has enough buttons but also feels comfortable for long bouts of taking down bosses or other players. Many of today's gaming mice also include custom button mapping, additional weights,
quick-switch DPI sensor settings, and even customizable LEDs. Not sure which features you want? We're here to help you find the best mouse for gaming. Staff Pick The Razer DeathAdder Elite is one of the most popular gaming mice for several reasons. It fits comfortably in your hand, supports 16 million color options, and you can assign custom
functions to the seven buttons. It has a 16,000 DPI optical sensor, and dedicated DPI buttons, so you can move across the screen or hit a flick shot without much effort. $25 at Amazon Are cords getting in your way? The Logitech G602 lets you play wireless for up to 250 hours. It has 11 programmable buttons for assigning custom keybinds or macros,
which are great for MMOs. This mouse also has an optical sensor that supports up to 2500 DPI, which is a good option for FPS games with precise movements. $23 at Amazon Logitech fans love this original version of the G502. This mouse is for anyone who wants most of the extra buttons (out of the 11 total) to be controlled with their thumb. You
can also unlock the scroll wheel for crazy-fast scrolling down any page. With custom weights, 12,000 DPI sensor and a DPI switch for precision movements, the G502 Proteus Spectrum is ready for any game. $49 at Amazon The budget-friendly PICTEK T7 is designed for players who use a claw-grip on their mouse. It also features five DPI sensor levels
up to 7200, and four polling rates up to 1000Hz. You can fully customize the function of all seven buttons, as well as the backlight, which supports over 16 million colors and has an on/off switch. $14 at Amazon Available in black or white, the Logitech G203's design is inspired by an original fan favorite, the G100S mouse. This understated model
features six buttons, custom lighting, a 6000 DPI sensor, and a button to switch between different DPI levels. You'll also enjoy the onboard memory, which lets you plug your mouse into another computer without losing your settings. $21 at Amazon Do you have more abilities in your game than fingers or buttons? The Logitech G600 MMO mouse has
20 programmable buttons, 12 of which are under your thumb. You can also double up abilities on each button, thanks to the G shift ring finger button that works like a modifier key on your keyboard. The 8200 DPI sensor and ergonomic shape will keep you gaming comfortably for hours. $23 at Amazon If you're looking for a mouse similar to the
Logitech G600 MMO, but with a higher DPI scale, this is it. The UtechSmart Venus sports a 16,400 DPI optical sensor, and a 1000Hz polling rate. There are 12 side buttons for your thumb, as well as a shelf for your thumb to rest on between clicks. The software has room for five custom profiles, and the breathing lighting effect can be turned on or
off. $33 at Amazon Most gaming mice have extra buttons stacked on the sides, but the Logitech G300s has them on top, near the edges of the primary left and right-click buttons. This configuration makes the mouse perfect for lefties or righties. You can also save three onboard profiles for the nine buttons, and choose a DPI sensor setting up to 2500.
$20 at Amazon If you're playing a lot of FPS games, then the Redragon M801's rapid-fire button and 12,400 DPI sensor make this an attractive option. The body has an ergonomic design with nine programmable buttons, and you'll also get an 8-piece weight-tuning set. There's also room to save five profiles, and you can record macros for most of the
buttons. $25 at Amazon Mouse mastery Your mouse is an essential input device for PC gaming, so it should tick all the boxes for the style of games you play. Even though everyone's hands and button needs aren't the same, we think the Razer DeathAdder Elite will satisfy almost any gamer. The contoured mouse body feels nice in your hand after
hours of gaming, and the ability to adjust the color scheme can make it match any setup. Razer is confident in its 50 million clicks rating for this mouse and provides a two-year warranty. If you're left-handed, or you don't want your thumb to do all the work, consider the Logitech G300s. It has nine programmable buttons, many of which are on the top
of the mouse, and has DPI sensor settings from 250 to 2500. It also offers seven color options and has room to store three profiles in the onboard memory. We may earn a commission for purchases using our links. Learn more. Consumers can expect a lot out of a gaming mouse: blazing fast sensor, many buttons, customization options, and last but not
least: a high price tag. Expect to cough up anything north of $60 for the latest, greatest gaming mouse. Razer, also a guilty party in releasing high-end rodents at high-end prices, is giving some thought to Joe Penny Pincher who just wants a decent gaming that doesn’t cost a fortune.Enter the Razer Salmosa, an entry-level gaming mouse with the
slogan “speed of (the) light.” Powered by Razer’s coveted 3G infrared sensor and clocking in at 1800dpi, the Salmosa has the horsepower to hunt and devour virtual enemies on a computer screen near you. It retails for $39.99.The Salmosa continues Razer’s tradition of releasing ambidextrous mice with a completely symmetrical design, equally
suitable for righties and lefties. The size is approximately 4.5-inches long, 2.5-inches wide, and 1.25-inches at its peak—small compared to other mice. Its surface is coated with a rubber-like matte finish for extra grip, sloped click buttons to scoop your fingers, and a textured, rubber scroll wheel. Horizontal scrolling produces that clicky tactile
feedback for easy line-by-line scrolling and weapon selection.Though the Salmosa looks like your basic two-buttons-and-a-scroll-wheel mouse, flipped over it reveals its true gaming prowess. Aside from its impressive infrared sensor, you have two switches that toggle among different dpi and polling rate modes. You can toggle the left switch from
800dpi to 1800dpi. The other switch toggles the polling rate from 125Hz, 500Hz, and 1000Hz. A high enough dpi and polling rate ensures that the Salmosa is both quick enough and accurate enough for versatile gaming.And, of course, what would a gaming mouse be without its software and drivers? Though you can live without the software, it’s still
worth checking out if you want to adjust sensitivity levels and remap buttons. There’s even an option to record a single or multiple-key macro for one of the buttons—even though you don’t have many buttons to sacrifice.So now that we’ve checked under the hood, let’s see how the Salmosa handles tasks in the real world. Continued…
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